
PHOTO &
VIDEO

SERVICES

These are our ideas, but we love customizing them
to your needs. This is your Big Day!
We also have collections for elopements and small
weddings. Are you looking for only videography?
We have different options!
Let's talk about your wedding!

https : / /www.4karmastudio .com/

ABOUT US

SNOW WHITE
PHOTOGRAPHY 

We work in any lighting environment (dark chapels, low light venues, etc...)
You'll feel comfortable in front of our cameras
We spend hours and hours following wedding trends every week!
We will take the time to understand your needs and answer any questions you have
You can choose your photographic style

We are Will  Ilaria and weddings are our love! We're a husband
and wife wedding photography/videography team with 6 years
of experience in the wedding industry. We're constantly in
progress, we love to experiment with new tools and techniques
and blend various styles to challenge our creativity and tell
compelling stories and we also are constantly striving to
improve our services. Our goal is to capture photographs and
videos that speak to your soul and let you re-live your memories
and emotions; just as they were the day you took them. 

Why we are different?

4 hours of photography
2 photographers (Will & Ilaria)
Edited photos, hi-res for print
Digital delivery with private link
Print rights
Location scouting
Customized Timeline

SHAKESPEARE IN LOVE 
PHOTOGRAPHY & CINEMATOGRAPHY

This is our most popular collection for your
entire wedding day.  If you're looking for
photography and cinematography from
getting ready to the send-off, this is for you. 
550 photos minimum, There is no maximum
limit to the number of images we deliver.
Usually, we deliver 70/90 photos per hour,
but it depends on your schedule, weather
and locations.

1 Teaser Film 4k, with audio and music
overlay (at least 5 minutes minimum)

8 consecutive hours of photography &
cinematography
Multiple cameras and lenses
Multiple microphones
2 Cine-photographers (Will & Ilaria)
Edited photos, hi-res for print
Printing rights
Location scouting
Sunset Session
Drone

This is our basic idea for your wedding if
you're planning an intimate special day.
Snow White focuses on photography services
only, but you can add cinematography as
well. 250+ Edited Photos (usually we deliver
as many as possible)

LA LA LAND
PHOTOGRAPHY & CINEMATOGRAPHY

This idea fits most weddings, in particular if
you are focused on ceremony and reception.   
400 photos minimum, There is no maximum
limit to the number of images we deliver. 1
Teaser Film 4k, with audio and music overlay
(at least 2 minutes minimum). You can add
drone if you'd like.

6 hours of photography
2 cine- photographers (Will & Ilaria)
Multiple cameras and lenses
Multiple microphones
Edited photos, hi-res for print
Printing rights
Location scouting
Sunset Session


